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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background of the Citizen’s Assembly   

In this study the case of the citizen‟s Assembly will be used for analysis. On March 22 in 2006 the 

first citizen‟s Assembly on national level started in the Netherlands. This citizen‟s Assembly consisted 

of a diverse group of 140 citizens which were appointed by the vice-premier Zalm. They were 

commissioned by the Cabinet to reach consensus on which electoral system would be the best for the 

elections of the Parliament by discussing different topics about politics, politicians and the electoral 

system (Burgerforum, 2006). They were commissioned to reach consensus because according to the 

government there is a distance between the politics and the society because in the current system the 

political parties are choosing the candidates for the lists. Most candidates are even unknown to the 

voters. This could, according to the government, result in declining trust in politics and therefore there 

is a desirability to change the current electoral system. Different reforms of the electoral system have 

been proposed during the years but no proposal is also implemented. The discussion about the reform 

of the electoral system also failed under the Cabinet Balkenende II. As a result the citizen‟s Assembly 

was introduced on the initiative of the former Minister of Administrative Innovation (Minister voor 

Bestuurlijke Vernieuwing) Alexander Pechthold who wanted to decline the distance between the 

citizens and the politics. He saw an opportunity to reform the electoral system in a new not traditional 

way where the citizens are given more power. Therefore he followed the example of the “Citizen‟s 

Assembly on Electoral reform” in 2004 in British Columbia, Canada. In this Assembly the citizens 

were also commissioned to decide which electoral system was the best (EuropaNu, 2011).   

1.2 Research Objectives and Research Question 

The aim of this study is to analyze to what extent the members of the citizen‟s Assembly have 

influenced each other‟s opinions about aspects of the electoral system. The interest is to research if 

some of the members had more influence on the opinions of others depending on their position in the 

network. The results of this research can be used to complement the structural perspective on to what 

extent the position of an actor has influence on the opinions of other actors. The main research 

question is: 

To what extent have the opinions about aspects of the electoral systems of members occupying a 

more central position, in the citizen’s Assembly of 2006,  influenced the opinions of less central 

members? 
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1.3 Outline of the Study  

In chapter 2 the theoretical framework will be developed in which the concepts used in this research 

will be defined.  Literature about social networks will be introduced and the importance of the position 

of an individual actor in a network will be discussed. To define the position of an actor in a network 

the concept of centrality will be presented. Also the opinion formation of actors will be discussed 

using literature. The developed theoretical framework will form the basis for the development of the 

hypotheses.  

In chapter 3 the method of data analysis will be developed to make it possible to analyze the different 

positions that members of the Citizen‟s Assembly take in the network and to measure the opinions 

about aspects of the electoral system and the change in opinion of the individual members of the 

citizen‟s Assembly at different points in time. The variables used in this study will be operationalized 

and the research design for testing the hypotheses will be developed.  

In chapter 4 variables introduced in the previous chapter will be analyzed. The degree of centrality of 

the members of the citizen‟s Assembly will be determined. Also the members that have received most 

nominations as the most influential and most informed members will be determined. In this chapter 

also the opinions about aspects of the electoral system before and after the discussion started of the 

individual members of the citizen‟s Assembly and their change in the opinions will be described.  

In chapter 5 the relation between the degree of centrality of a member and the opinions of the 

members of the citizen‟s Assembly will be analyzed and the proposed hypotheses will be tested. First 

the relation between the degree of centrality of a member and the number of nominations that a 

member has received as the most influential and as most informed member will be analyzed. Then the 

relation between degree of centrality and change in opinions about aspects of the electoral system will 

be analyzed by testing if the opinions of more central members have changed less than the opinions of 

the less central members and if the opinions of the less central members have changed in the direction 

of the more central members.  

In chapter 6 the results of the study will be summarized and the answer will be given to the main 

research question. The results will be discussed by addressing the flaws in the study, the findings and 

by addressing the implications for the theory. 
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2 Social Network Perspective 

2.1 Introduction of Social Networks 

A social network consists of social entities and the ties between these entities. A social entity can be 

an individual, an organization or any other social entity (Lea, Yu, Maguluru and Nichols, 2006). 

According to Wasserman and Faust (1994, p.20) “a social network consists of a finite set of actors and 

the relation or relations defined on them”. An actor and its attributes are called a node of a network. 

Different nodes can have different relationships with each other including communication relations, 

friendship relations and work relations (Brass, Galaskiewicz, Greve and Tsai, 2004). These 

relationships are represented by the ties between the actors. Because the actors within a network are 

connected to each other by some kind of relationship they become interdependent. Interdependency 

between the actors can have influence on the behavior and opinions of the individual actors (Rashotte, 

2006).  

2.2 Position of an Actor in a Network based on Centrality 

Interpersonal influence of an actor in a network depends on the position of actors within the network 

related to other actors. The social position of an actor determines the flow of information and can 

therefore provide actors with opportunities and constraints. If an actor has an advantageous strategic 

position within a network the actors has probably more interpersonal influence on other actors (Brass, 

2011). The position of actors within a network can be determined by an actor‟s centrality. Centrality 

refers to the location of an individual actor in a network related to others. When an actor has a central 

position in a network the actor has relations with many other actors within the network (Wasserman 

and Faust, 1994). This means that the actors that are occupying a central position in a network have a 

high degree of centrality and can be found in the center of a network and peripheral actors, who have a 

low degree of centrality, can be found at the margins of a network (Wasserman and Faust, 1994). 

Because of the many relations of the central actors with other actors, central actors have greater access 

to information, can easily and quickly share information and have more opportunities to control the 

information (Wasserman and Faust, 1994). Central members have more direct connections to other 

members than less central actors and have therefore more opportunities to directly influence other 

actors. Therefore actors who are occupying a central position have more influence on the other actors 

and are also being perceived as important by other actors (Hanneman & Riddle, 2005).  

2.3 Influence of the Centrality of an Actor on Opinion Formation of Others 

The opinions of individual actors are formed in a complex social environment (Friedkin and Johnsen, 

1999). The opinion formation of actors within a network is influenced by other actors because actors 

are interdependent in a network. During the opinion formation an actor starts with an initial opinion 
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and mixes their initial opinion with the opinions of their neighbors (Friedkin and Johnsen, 1990). This 

influence results according to Rashotte (2006, p. 1) to “change in an individual‟s thoughts, feelings, 

attitudes, or behaviors that results from interaction with another individual or a group”. Opinion 

formation of individual actors is therefore dependent upon the opinions of their neighbors. For an actor 

to be influential on the opinion formation of other actors their opinions must be visible and salient to 

other actors (Friedkin, 1993). The visibility and salience of the opinions of an actor are indicated by 

the centrality of an actor. The more central an actor is the more visible and salient their opinions are 

and the more they can influence the opinions of other actors.   

Opinions of central actors are more visible than the opinions of the peripheral actors because central 

actors are involved in many ties with other members. Because of the many connections with other 

actors the central actors are the most active actors in a network which makes their opinions more 

visible to other actors (Wasserman and Faust, 1994). The number of ties of an actor increases the 

amount of information they receive and send. A central actor has access to more information and their 

distance to this information is less than of peripheral actors. Therefore the central actors have more 

opportunities to convey their opinions on other actors (French and Snyder, 1959). This means that 

because of the advantageous strategic location of central actors their opinions become more 

influential. Therefore central actors have more interpersonal influence on the opinions of other actors. 

This makes a central actor more powerful and influential than actors who are less central (Brass and 

Burkhardt, 1992). 

Besides the visibility interpersonal influence of an actor is also based on the salience of their opinions 

to others. The amount of power that an actor has can determine the salience of an actor (Rice, 1993). If 

an actor has power their opinions become more salient to others. According to the resource 

dependency theory an actor acquires power when the actor has control over the resources because then 

other actors become more dependent upon the actor with power (Salancik and Pfeffer, 1977). This 

means that an actor is more powerful when the actor has access to a lot of information and is therefore 

less dependent upon other actors. The centrality of an actor determines the amount of information that 

an actor has. A central actor has many ties to other actors and therefore access and control to a lot of 

information. Therefore the opinions of a central actor are more salient and a central actor is more 

influential than a peripheral actor. Because the opinions of central actors are more visible and salient 

than the opinions of peripheral actors the central actors are more likely able to have influence on the 

opinions of the other actors within the network (Rowley, 1997).  

2.4 Application of the Theory to the Case of the Citizen’s Assembly 

In the citizen‟s Assembly the nodes represent the individual members of the citizen‟s Assembly. 

Because the opinions of more central members are more visible and salient than the opinions of the 

less central members in this study it is expected that more central members are also being perceived as 
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the most influential members by the other members and as the most informed members about the 

electoral system by the other members. More central members are more active in the network and 

therefore the opinions of more central members are also more visible to the other members. Other 

members will therefore perceive the most active and visible actors as more influential and more 

informed. Therefore the first two hypotheses are: 

 

Hypothesis 1: More central members in the network of the citizen’s Assembly will be 

perceived as the most influential members by the other members 

 

Hypothesis 2: More central members in the network of the citizen’s Assembly will be 

perceived as the most informed members by the other members 

 

The opinions of less central members are less visible and less salient to others because they are 

involved in a few ties and therefore it is expected that the opinions of less central members will not 

have influence on the opinions of the more central members. Less central members are less active in a 

network and are involved in fewer ties than the more central members. Therefore less central members 

have less access to information and because their distance to other members is greater than of the 

central members they have fewer opportunities to convey their opinions on other actors. More central 

members are therefore probably less subject to influence by the less central members. It is therefore 

expected that the opinions of the more central members will change less than the opinions of the less 

central members. The third hypothesis is: 

 

Hypothesis 3: The opinions of the more central members will change less than the opinions of 

the less central members after the discussion 

 

Because the more central members are the most active members their opinions become more visible 

and salient to other members. More central actors have greater access to information, can easily and 

quickly share information and have more opportunities to control the information and therefore more 

opportunities to convey their opinions to others. Therefore it is expected that the opinions of the less 

central members of the citizen‟s Assembly about the aspects of the electoral system will be influenced 

by the opinions of the more central members. It is expected that the less central members will mix 

their initial opinions before the discussion have started with the opinions of the more central members 

which will change their opinions in the direction of the opinions of the more central members after the 

discussion. The fourth hypothesis therefore is: 

Hypothesis 4: The opinions of the less central members before the discussion will change in 

the direction of the opinions of the more central members after the discussion 
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2.5 Conclusion  

In this chapter the theoretical framework has been developed in which the concepts used in this 

research have been defined. The importance of the position of an individual actor in a network is 

discussed. To define the position of an actor in a network the concept of centrality is presented. The 

concepts position of the actors and the opinion formation have been explained which formed the basis 

for the development of the hypotheses.  

In the next chapter the research design and data collection will be discussed and the variables used in 

this study will be operationalized.  
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3 Methods used in this Study 

3.1 Research Design of this Study 

The data for this research were collected during the participation in citizen‟s Assembly using 

questionnaires. During the participation in the citizen‟s Assembly the members of the citizen‟s 

Assembly have filled in five surveys with questions about their attitudes about politics, politicians, 

electoral system and their background information. The data has been collected at different points in 

time. This panel design with five waves makes it possible to analyze the change in opinions of the 

members of the citizen‟s Assembly. In this study the questions that will be used about the opinions of 

aspects of the electoral system are asked both in wave one, before the discussion, and wave five, after 

the discussion to be able to compare the opinions before and after the discussion of the members of the 

citizen‟s Assembly.  

3.2 Operationalization of the Variables Used in this Study 

Based on the theoretical framework in this section variables used in this study will be operationalized. 

The independent variable in this study is the position of the members and the dependent variable are 

the opinions of the members of the citizen‟s Assembly about the electoral system. The units of 

analysis are the individual members of the citizen‟s Assembly.  

3.2.1 Observing the Indegree Centrality of Members of the Citizen’s Assembly 

To analyze the position of the members of the citizen‟s Assembly related to other members this study 

uses the measures of centrality. To define the centrality of an actor different centrality measures can be 

used according to Freeman (1979). Centrality in a network can be measured by the number of ties that 

an actor has to other actors, the closeness to other actors and the betweenness. In this study the focus 

will be on degree centrality to be able to keep the data organized. Degree centrality refers to the 

number of ties that an actor has and refers to the degree to which an actor is connected to other actors 

(Wasserman and Faust, 1994). In this study only the indegree centrality will be measured because 

indegree centrality is the number of ties that an actor has received from other actors. These are thus the 

incoming relations which can determine the indegree centrality of a member. In this study two 

networks within the case of citizen‟s Assembly will be analyzed defined on a different type of 

relationship. Both the networks are based on the flow of information between the members of the 

citizen‟s Assembly. The first network is the „general communication network‟ because this network is 

based on the general communication between the members. Second network is the “specific 

communication network” because this network is based on the communication between the members 

specific about aspects of the electoral system.   
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The relation “members most communicated with” is measured by asking the members of the citizen‟s 

Assembly with whom they have spent most time with during the participation in the citizen‟s 

Assembly. The question that is used in survey is: “Please list the full names of the three Assembly 

members with whom you spent the most time with in general” The relation “members most talked 

with about the electoral system” is measured by asking the members: “Please list the full names of the 

three Assembly members with whom you have talked the most with about electoral systems”.  

 

To be able to measure the indegree centrality of each individual, for the general communication 

network and for the specific communication network, a relational matrix will be created using the data. 

In the matrix only the members that have filled in both the surveys before and after the discussion will 

be included because only their change in opinions can be measured. The sample of the study will be 

therefore N=106.  For each network it is the amount of times that an actor has been nominated as the 

“member most communicated with” and “member most talked with about the electoral system”. When 

an actor has been nominated by another actor the actors receives a score of 1 in the matrix and when 

the actor is not nominated by another actor the actor receives a score of 0.  The absolute indegree 

centrality is then the number of times that an actor has been nominated for each network. With the 

Freeman‟s indegree centrality the centrality values are normalized. Normalized indegree centrality is 

the indegree centrality divided by (n-1) which is the highest possible indegree for an actor. By 

normalizing the indegree centrality it is possible to assign a coefficient to each member of the citizen‟s 

Assembly for the general communication network and for the specific communication network. This 

coefficient varies from 0 to 1 whereby 0 is the lowest possible indegree centrality and 1 is the highest 

possible indegree centrality. When the coefficients are assigned to the individual members of the 

citizen‟s Assembly it is possible to determine the indegree centrality of the individual members for the 

two networks. Members with a high indegree centrality are the more central members and members 

with a low indegree centrality are the less central members.  

3.2.2 Observing the Nominations Received as Most Influential and Most 

Informed Members by the Other Members  

To be able to analyze if the indegree of centrality of a member predicts if a member is being perceived 

as the most influential and most informed member by the other members, like the hypotheses states it 

is important to first determine which members are being perceived as the most influential members 

and which members are being perceived as the most informed members about the electoral system by 

the other members. This can be done by counting the amount of times that a member has been 

nominated as the most influential member and/or most informed member about the electoral system. 

This means that the most influential members are operationalized as the number of nominations that a 

member has been nominated as the most influential member by the other members. To find out who 
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are the members that are perceived as the “most influential members of the citizen‟s Assembly” 

members of the citizen‟s Assembly are asked to name three members who are according to them the 

most influential members. The question that is used in the survey is: “Please list the full names of the 

three Assembly members you think were the most influential in the final decision”. 

The most informed members about the electoral system are operationalized as the number of 

nominations that a member has been nominated as the most informed member about the electoral 

system by the other members. To find out who are the members that according to others are “members 

most informed about the electoral system” the members is asked to: “Please list the full names of the 

three Assembly members you think are the best informed about electoral systems”.  

3.2.3 Observing the Nominations Received as Most Influential and Most 

Informed Members by the Other Members related to Indegree Centrality 

When each member has be assigned a indegree coefficient and the most influential and most informed 

members are known it is possible to analyze if the indegree centrality of a member predicts if a 

member has been nominated as the most influential members and/or as the most informed member 

about the electoral system. The relation between the indegree centrality of a member and the most 

influential and most informed members can be explored using scatter plots and tested with the 

correlation analysis. 

In this study the degree of centrality is the predictive and therefore the independent variable and the 

dependent variable is the number of nominations that a member has received as the most influential 

member and or the most informed member about the electoral system. The indegree centrality is the 

independent variable because according to the first two hypotheses  “More central members in the 

network of the citizen‟s Assembly will  be perceived as the most influential members by the other 

members and hypothesis  “More central members in the network of the citizen‟s Assembly will be 

perceived as the most informed members about the electoral system” the indegree centrality predicts if 

a member is being perceived as the most influential or most informed member.  

The analysis can show if there is a relation between the variables and if this relation is weak or strong.  

3.2.4 Observing the Opinions about the Importance of Aspects of the Electoral 

System 

To analyze the opinions of the members of the citizen‟s Assembly the data regarding the opinions 

about the importance of aspects of the electoral system from the surveys will be used. The opinions 

about the electoral system will be measured with the use of items about the opinions about the aspects 

of the electoral system. In these questions the members of the citizen‟s Assembly are given statements 

about the electoral system which they had to evaluate on a 7-point Likert type item with the values 1= 

not important and 7= very important. The items that are asked both before and after the discussion 

about the electoral system are:  
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Table 1: Items about the Importance of Aspects of the Electoral System 

 Importance electoral system: effective government 

 Importance electoral system: accountability 

 Importance electoral system: parliamentary check on government 

 Importance electoral system: fair representation of parties/groups 

 Importance electoral system: democratic organized political parties 

 Importance electoral system: choice for voter 

 Importance electoral system: identifiable local representation 

 Importance electoral system: encouragement to vote and participate 

 Importance electoral system: equality of vote 

 Importance electoral system: simplicity 

 Importance electoral system: good MPs 

 

The data can be used to compare the opinions about the electoral system of the members of the 

citizen‟s Assembly before and after the discussion .Because analysis with all the eleven items will be 

time consuming and complex it is desirable to select two or three items that can be used for further 

analysis. In the next chapter the eleven items will be compared and the items that can be used for 

further analysis will be selected.  

3.2.5 Observing the Change in Opinions of the Members of the Citizen’s 

Assembly related to their Indegree Centrality  

After the opinions of the members of the citizen‟s Assembly are analyzed the relation between the 

indegree centrality of a member and change in opinions after the discussion must be analyzed. To test 

the third hypothesis “The opinions of the more central members will change less than the opinions of 

the less central members after the discussion” the relation between the indegree centrality of a member 

and change in opinions must be explored using crosstabs and analyzed with correlation analysis.   

To analyze if the central members have had influence on the opinions of the less central members it is 

important to analyze if the opinions of the less central members have changed in the direction of the 

central members after the discussion. This can be done by analyzing the difference scores between the 

opinions of the less central members and the central members before and after the discussion. If the 

hypothesis is correct the difference in scores should become smaller if the less central members have 

changed their opinions in the direction of the central members. To be able to analyze if the difference 

between the opinions of less central members and the central members have become smaller after the 

discussion a new variable is made which represents the difference scores before the discussion 

(opinions less central members before the discussion- opinion central members after the discussion) 

and a another variable which represents difference scores after the discussion (opinions less central 
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after the discussion-mean opinions central after the discussion). The difference scores before and after 

the discussion will eventually be compared to analyze if the difference scores before the discussion are 

bigger than the difference scores after the discussion. 

 

3.3 Conclusion 

Based on the concepts derived from the theoretical framework and the hypotheses in this chapter the 

variables used in this study have been operationalized and the research design for testing the 

hypotheses has been developed. In the next chapter the order of this chapter will be followed. First the 

indegree centrality of the members of the citizen‟s Assembly will be analyzed for the general 

communication network and for the specific communication network. When the indegree centrality of 

each member is determined an analysis will be made on which members are being perceived as the 

most influential members and which as the most informed members. Finally the opinions of the 

members of the citizen‟s Assembly will be analyzed before and after the discussion.
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4 Results of the Analysis of the Citizen’s Assembly 

This chapter will follow the order of the previous chapter. First the indegree centrality of the members 

of the citizen‟s Assembly will be analyzed for the general communication network and for the specific 

communication network. When the degree of centrality of each member is determined an analysis will 

be made on which members are being perceived as the most influential members and which as the 

most informed members. Finally the opinions of the members of the citizen‟s Assembly will be 

analyzed.  

4.1 Indegree Centrality of the Members of the Citizen’s Assembly for the 

General Communication Network and Specific Communication Network 

The position of the members is determined using measures of centrality. With the use of normalized 

Freeman‟s indegree centrality each member has be given an indegree centrality coefficient for the 

general communication network and for the specific communication network which shows the degree 

to which a member is connected to other members of the citizen‟s Assembly. Normalized Freeman‟s 

indegree coefficient is the number of times that an actor has been nominated for each relation divided 

by (n-1) which is the highest possible indegree for an actor. This coefficient varies from 0 to 1 

whereby 0 is the lowest possible indegree centrality and 1 is the highest possible indegree centrality.  

The indegree coefficient defines the degree of centrality of a member. Members with a high 

coefficient are the more central members and members with a low coefficient are the less central 

members. In the next section the indegree of centrality of each member is determined for the general 

communication network and for the specific communication network and is presented in frequency 

tables. 

4.1.1 General Communication Network Indegree Centrality of the Members of 

the Citizen’s Assembly 

For the general communication network the coefficients represent the amount of times that a member 

has been nominated as the member most communicated with divided by the highest possible 

nominations that a member could have received for this relation. To determine which members are 

more central and which members are less central in the general communication network a frequency 

table can be used. Frequency table counts the values of a single variable and therefore shows the 

distribution of the degree of centrality of the individual members of the citizen‟s Assembly for the 

general communication network. 
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Table 2: General Communication Network Indegree Centrality of the Members of the Citizen’s 

Assembly 

General Communication Network 

Indegree Centrality of the Members 

Number of Members of the  

Citizen‟s Assembly 

 Percent 

 

,000 24 22,6 

,009 30 28,3 

,019 25 23,6 

,029 17 16,0 

,038 7 6,6 

,048 1 ,9 

,057 1 ,9 

,067 1 ,9 

 

The results show that the most central member has a coefficient of 0,067 and that most of the members 

have a coefficient smaller than 0,038. In the analysis 106 members of the citizen‟s Assembly are 

included. The rule that will be used in this study to determine which members are the most central 

members is that the most central members are the top 20 members with the highest indegree centrality. 

Dependent upon the number of members that have the same indegree centrality this can include more 

of less than 20 members. Therefore it can be concluded that the more central members in the general 

communication network are members with coefficients 0.067, 0.057, 0.048, 0.038 and 0.029 which 

includes 27 members of the citizen‟s Assembly. One thing that stands out from the results is that there 

is no real core-periphery structure that can be distinguished. The indegree centrality coefficient of a 

member can vary from zero to one. As the frequency table shows for the general communication 

network the coefficients only vary from 0 to 0,067 which means that data has a narrow range of 

distribution. This means that there is no a real distinction between the central and peripheral members. 

Another thing that can be seen in the frequency table is that it seems that most of the members have an 

indegree centrality lower than 0.038. This means that the results show a positively skewed distribution 

which can better be seen in a histogram. 
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Figure 1: General Communication Network Indegree Centrality of the Members 

 
 
The histogram shows that the distribution of the results is not equal. Most of the members are 

concentrated on the left of the histogram which means that most of the members have a low indegree 

centrality for the general communication network. This could be due to a small sample of 106 

members of the citizen‟s Assembly.  

The general communication network is visualized in the following table using a Windows program 

Net Draw: 

Figure 2: Visualization of the General Communication Network: Source:  Borgatti, 2002 

 

 

The nodes represent the individual members of the citizen‟s Assembly and the size of the nodes shows 

the general communication network indegree centrality of a member. The bigger the nodes the more 

central a member is in the general communication network. 
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4.1.2 Specific Communication Network Indegree Centrality of the Members of 

the Citizen’s Assembly 

For the specific communication network the coefficients represent the amount of times that a members 

has been nominated as the member most talked about the electoral system by the others divided by the 

highest possible nominations that a member could have received for that relation. This coefficient 

determines the specific communication network indegree centrality of a member. Members with high 

coefficient have a more central position in the specific communication network than the members with 

a low degree of centrality. To determine which members are more central and which members are less 

central in the specific communication network Freeman‟s indegree centrality is used.  

Table 3: Specific Communication Network Indegree Centrality of the Members 

Specific Communication Network  

Centrality of the Members 

Number of Members Percent 

 

,000 35 33,0 

,009 34 32,1 

,019 15 14,2 

,029 10 9,4 

,038 4 3,8 

,048 1 ,9 

,057 2 1,9 

,067 2 1,9 

,086 2 1,9 

,105 1 ,9 

 

The results show that the most central member has a coefficient of 0,105 and that most of the members 

have a coefficient lower than 0,038. In the analysis 106 members of the citizen‟s Assembly are 

included. The rule that will be used in this study to determine which members are the most central 

members is that the most central members are the top 20 members with the highest indegree centrality. 

Dependent upon the number of members that have the same indegree centrality this can include more 

of less than 20 members. Therefore it can be concluded that the more central members in the specific 

communication network are members with coefficients 0.105, 0.086, 0.067, 0.057, 0.048, 0.038 and 

0.029 which includes 22 members of the citizen‟s Assembly. The indegree centrality coefficient can 

vary from zero to one. As the frequency table shows for the specific communication network the 

coefficients only vary from 0 to 0,105. This means that the indegree centrality in the specific 

communication network has a narrow range and that no real core-periphery structure can be 

distinguished. It also seems that there is a positively skewed distribution just like in the general 
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communication network because most of the members seem to be concentrated on the low indegree 

centrality. This can better be seen in a histogram:  

Figure 3: Specific Communication Network Indegree Centrality of the Members of the Citizen’s 

Assembly 

 
 
The histogram shows that most of the values are concentrated on the left, which means that the 

distribution of the results is not equal. Most of the members have a low indegree centrality.  

The specific communication network is visualized in the following table using a Windows program 

Net Draw: 

Figure 4: Visualization of the Specific Communication Network: Source: Borgatti, 2002 

 

The nodes represent the individual members of the citizen‟s Assembly and the size of the nodes shows 

the indegree centrality of a member. The bigger the nodes the more central a member is. 
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Analysis with both the networks will be complex and time consuming and because both relations are 

similar in that they are both based on the flow of information between the members one of the 

networks will be selected which will be used for further research. The selection will depend upon the 

distribution of the networks which will be analyzed using the measures of dispersion. Measures that 

can be used to describe the variability in data are range and variance. Range shows the width of the 

distribution and variance shows the spread of distribution. In the following table the measures of 

spread for both the networks can be found: 

 
Table 4: Measures of spread of the Indegree Centrality for the General Communication 

Network and the Specific Communication Network 

 General Communication Network 

Indegree Centrality  

Specific Communication Network 

Indegree Centrality 

Std. Deviation ,0136 ,0199 

Variance ,0002 ,0004 

Range ,0670 ,1050 

 

The results show that the variance of the data for both the networks is very small which means that the 

spread of distribution of indegree centrality is small in both the networks. The specific communication 

network has a wider range than the general communication network. For the general communication 

network the width of the distribution of indegree centrality is 0,067 and for the specific 

communication network the width of distribution of indegree of centrality is 0,105.  

Specific communication network seems therefore more useful for further analysis. Therefore only the 

specific communication network will be used for further analysis.  

Now that the indegree centrality of the members of the citizen‟s Assembly is determined in the next 

section it will be identified which members of the citizen´s Assembly are perceived as the most 

influential and which as the most informed members according to the other members.  

4.2 Received Nominations as the Most Influential Member by the Other 

Members 

To be able to test the first hypothesis: “More central members in the network of the citizen‟s 

Assembly will be perceived as the most influential members by the other members” it is first 

important to determine the number of nominations that the members of the citizen‟s Assembly have 

received as the most influential members.  

The most influential members are determined by counting the amount of times that a member has been 

nominated as the most influential member by the other members. The frequency table will be used to 

show the distribution of the number of nominations that individual members of the citizen‟s Assembly 

have received as the most influential members by the other members.  
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Table 5: Number of Nominations that a Member has Received as the Most Influential Member 

Number of nominations received as  

Most Influential Member 

Number of Members Percent 

 

0 88 83,0 

1 7 6,6 

2 4 3,8 

3 1 ,9 

4 2 1,9 

9 2 1,9 

14 1 ,9 

26 1 ,9 

Total 106 100,0 

 

The table shows that 88 of the members have zero nominations as the most influential members by the 

other members. The members that are perceived as most influential members have 26 and 14 

nominations.  

4.3 Received Nominations as the Most Informed Members by the Other 

Members 

To be able to test the second hypothesis “More central members in the network of the citizen‟s 

Assembly will be perceived as the most informed members about the electoral system by the other 

members” it is important to determine the number of nominations that members of the citizen‟s 

Assembly have received as the most informed member according to other members.  

The frequency table will be used to show the distribution of the amount of nominations that individual 

members of the citizen‟s Assembly have received as the most informed members by the other 

members.  
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Table 6: Number of Nominations that a Member has Received as the Most Informed Member 

Number of Nominations received as  

Most Informed Member 

Number of Members  

of the Citizen‟s Assembly 

Percent 

 

0 75 70,8 

1 14 13,2 

2 5 4,7 

3 1 ,9 

4 4 3,8 

5 1 ,9 

7 1 ,9 

9 1 ,9 

12 1 ,9 

15 1 ,9 

32 1 ,9 

42 1 ,9 

Total 106 100,0 

 

The table shows that 75 of the members have zero nominations as the most informed members about 

the electoral system by the other members. The members that are perceived as the most informed 

members have 42 and 32 nominations.  

4.4 Opinions of the Members of the Citizen’s Assembly about Aspects of the 

Electoral System 

4.4.1 Selection of the Items Used in this Study Based on Variability  

To be able to analyze the relation between the indegree centrality of a member and the change in 

opinions and hence to test the hypothesis  “The opinions of more central members will change less 

than the opinions of less central members after the discussion” and hypothesis “The opinions of less 

central members at before the discussion will change in the direction of the opinions of more central 

members after the discussion” it is important to first analyze the opinions before and after the 

discussion of the individual members of the citizen‟s Assembly. The use of all the eleven items will 

make the data complex and unclear and therefore it is desirable to reduce the analysis to two or three 

items. Selection of the items will depend upon the variability of the data. The items that have greater 

variability in change in opinions before and after the discussion will be chosen for further analysis. 

Because the change in opinions is an ordinal variable range and inter-quartile range are appropriate 

measures of variability. Range is the difference between the highest and lowest values and inter-
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quartile range is difference between upper and lower quartile. In the next table the range and inter-

quartile range is presented for the difference in opinions before and after the discussion for the eleven 

items: 

 
Table 7: Measures of variability for the Change in Opinions Before and After the Discussion of 

the Eleven Items 

Change in Opinions Before and After the Discussion  

Of Eleven Items 

Range  Inter-Quartile 

Range 

Change Importance Effective Government  4  1 

Change Importance Accountability 3  1 

Change Importance Parliamentary Check on Government 3  1 

Change Importance Fair Representation of Parties 5  1 

Change Importance Democratic Organized Parties 4  1 

Change Importance Choice for Voter 2  1 

Change Importance Identifiable Local Representation 6  2 

Change Importance Encouragement to Participate 5  1,5 

Change Importance Equality of vote 4  1 

Change Importance Simplicity 6  1 

Change Importance Good MP‟s 3  1 

 
The table shows that the importance of identifiable local representation and the importance of 

encouragement to participate have the greatest variability in data. Change in importance of identifiable 

local representation before and after the discussion has a range of 6 and inter-quartile of 2 and the 

change in importance of encouragement to vote and participate before and after the discussion has a 

range of 5 and inter-quartile range of 1,5. These items seem therefore suitable for further analysis.  

4.4.2 Opinions of the Members of the Citizen’s Assembly about the Importance of 

Identifiable Local Representation as an Aspect of the Electoral System 

Now that the two items are selected it is important to look at the individual opinions for both items. 

The opinions about importance of the identifiable local representation before and after the discussion 

are shown in the frequency tables.  
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Table 8: Importance of Identifiable Local Representation as an Aspect of the Opinions about 

Electoral System before and After the Discussion 

Importance Identifiable Local 

Representation Before Discussion 

Number of 

Members 

Importance Identifiable Local 

Representation After Discussion  

Number of 

Members 

 

1= not important 4 1= not important 10 

2 4 2 15 

3 9 3 19 

4 18 4 20 

5 13 5 21 

6 34 6 13 

7 = very important 23 7 = very important 8 

 
The tables show that the importance of identifiable local representation by the most of the members is 

valued as important. After the discussion there is more variety in the distribution of the answers. More 

members have valued the importance of the identifiable local representation as less important after the 

discussion than before the discussion.  

4.4.3 Opinions of the Members of the Citizen’s Assembly about the Importance of 

Encouragement to Participate as an Aspect of the Electoral System 

The opinions of the importance of encouragement to vote and participate before and after the 

discussion are shown in the frequency tables.  

  

Table 9: Importance of Encouragement to Participate as an Aspect of Electoral System Before 

and After the Discussion    

 

The tables show that after the discussion more of the members have valued the importance of 

encouragement to vote and participate as less important than before the discussion.  

Importance of Encouragement to 

Participate Before the Discussion 

Number of 

Members 

Importance of Encouragement to 

Participate After the Discussion 

Number of 

Members 

 

1 = not important 

2 

0 

1 

1= not important  

2 

1 

6 

3 3 3 2 

4 7 4 13 

5 17 5 22 

6 40 6 41 

7= very important 38 7= very important 20 
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4.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter the variables introduced in the previous chapter have been analyzed. The indegree 

centrality of the members of the citizen‟s Assembly is determined for the general communication 

network and the specific communication network. Specific communication network is selected for 

further analysis because this network has a more variable distribution. Also the number of nominations 

that members have received as the most influential and most informed members are determined. The 

items that are selected based on variability in data are opinions about the importance of identifiable 

local representation and opinions about the importance of encouragement to participate as aspects of 

the electoral system. For these two items the opinions of the individual members of the citizen‟s 

Assembly before and after the discussion are determined. 

The results can be used in the next chapter to analyze the relation between specific communication 

network indegree centrality of the members and the number of nominations that members have 

received as the most influential and as most informed members. Also the relation between the specific 

communication network indegree centrality of the members and the change in opinions after the 

discussion will be analyzed. 
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5 Perceived and Actual Influence of the Members of the Citizen’s 

Assembly related to Specific Communication Network Indegree 

Centrality of the Members  

In the previous chapter the variables used in this research have been defined. Indegree centrality of 

each member is determined for the specific communication network, change in opinions for two items 

are determined and most influential members and most informed members have been defined. The 

results from the previous chapter will be used in this chapter to analyze the relation between the 

different variables.  

5.1 Nominations Most Influential Members by Other Members related to 

Specific Communication Network Indegree Centrality of a Member  

In this section the first hypothesis: “More central members in the network of the citizen‟s Assembly 

will be perceived as the most influential members by the other members” will be tested.  

Now that the specific communication indegree centrality of each member is known and the number of 

nominations the members have received as the most influential member it is possible to analyze if 

there is a relation between the specific communication network indegree centrality and the 

nominations that a member has received as the most influential member by the other members.  

In the study it is expected that more central members are also being perceived as the most influential 

members.  If the specific communication network indegree centrality of a member predicts that a 

member has been nominated as the most influential member, like the hypothesis states, there should be 

a relation between the two variables.  

The scatter plot shows the relation between the specific communication network indegree centrality of 

a member (x) and the nominations that a member has received as the most influential member by the 

other members (y). The dots in the scatter plot represent the individual members of the citizen‟s 

Assembly. The size of the dot shows how many individual members have the same value.  
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Figure 5: Number of Nominations Received as Most Influential Member related to Specific 

Communication Network Indegree Centrality of a Member 

 
 
Looking at the scatter plot it seems that there is a relation between the two variables. It seems that 

when the specific communication network indegree centrality of a member increases also the 

nominations that a member has received as the most influential members also increases. Still it should 

be noted that there is no real core-periphery structure. There is no big difference between the central 

and less central members because the highest specific network indegree centrality is 0,086.  

Because the data is not normally distributed Spearman correlation coefficient seems appropriate to use 

to analyze the strength of the relation. This coefficient varies from -1 to + 1. The closer the Spearman 

coefficient is to -1 or 1 the stronger the relation is between two variables. A coefficient of zero means 

that there is no relation between the variables.  

 

Table 10: Spearman Correlation between Specific Communication Network Indegree Centrality 

and Number of Nominations Received as the Most Influential Member 

 Specific Communication Network 

Indegree Centrality  

Number of Nominations 

Received as most 

Influential Members 
 

Spearman Correlation 

Coefficient 
,561

**
 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 

N 106 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

The results show that there is a statistically significant relation between the two variables. The 

correlation is significant at the 0,01 level. Therefore it can be concluded that there is a relation 

between the specific communication network indegree centrality of a member and the number of 
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nominations that a member has received as the most influential member by the other members. The 

Pearson correlation coefficient of 0,561 indicates that the relation between the specific communication 

network indegree centrality and the nominations most influential members is a positive moderately 

strong relation.  

5.2 Nominations Most Informed Members by Other Members related to 

Specific Communication Network Indegree Centrality of a Member 

To test the second hypothesis: “More central members in the network of the citizen‟s Assembly will 

be perceived as the most informed members about the electoral system” it is important to analyze the 

relation between the specific communication network indegree centrality and the number of 

nominations that a member has received as the most informed member. 

The following scatter plot makes it possible to visualize the relation between the specific 

communication network indegree centrality of a member (x) and the nominations that a member has 

received as the most informed member about the electoral system (y).  

 
Figure 6: Number of Nominations received as Most Informed Member related to Specific 

Communication Network Indegree Centrality of a Member 

 
 
The scatter plot suggests that there could be a positive relation between the two variables. It seems that 

as the specific communication network indegree centrality increases also the number of nominations 

that a member has received as the most informed member increases.  

Because the data is not normally distributed like shown in the previous chapter Spearman correlation 

seems appropriate to use to analyze if this relation is statistically significant and to analyze how strong 

the relation is.  
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Table 11: Spearman Correlation between Specific Communication Network Indegree 

Centrality and Number of Nominations Received as the Most Informed Member 

 Specific Communication Network 

Indegree Centrality 

 

 

Number of Nominations 

Received as Most Informed 

Member 

Correlation 

Coefficient 
,468

**
  

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000  

N 106  

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 
The results show that there is a statistically significant relation between the two variables. The 

correlation is significant at the 0,01 level. Therefore it can be concluded that there is a relation 

between the specific communication network indegree centrality and the number of nominations that a 

member has received as the most informed member about the electoral system by the other members. 

The Pearson correlation coefficient of 0,468 indicates that the relation between the specific 

communication network indegree centrality and the nominations most informed members is a positive 

moderately strong relation. 

5.3 Change in Opinions about Aspects of the Electoral System before and 

after the Discussion Related to the Specific Communication Network Indegree 

Centrality of the Members 

To be able to test the hypothesis 3: “The opinions of the more central members will change less than 

the opinions of the less central members after the discussion” it is important to analyze if the specific 

communication network indegree centrality of a member predicts the change in opinions of the 

individual members of the Citizen‟s Assembly about aspects of the electoral system.  If the hypothesis 

is supported the more central a member is the less change in their opinions after the discussion should 

be. Change in opinions is measured by subtracting the opinions after the discussion from the opinions 

before the discussion.  

5.3.1 Change in Opinions about the Importance of Identifiable Local 

Representation Before and After the Discussion Related to Specific 

Communication Network Indegree Centrality of a Member  

The relation between the specific communication network indegree centrality and the change in 

opinions about importance of identifiable local representation is shown in a scatter plot.  
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Figure 7: Change in Opinions about Importance of Identifiable Local Representation related to 

Specific Communication Network Indegree Centrality of the Members 

 
 
Scatter plot suggests that there seems to be no clear relation between the two variables. Most of the 

dots are concentrated on the left side and there seems to be no relation between increase of the specific 

communication network indegree centrality and change in opinions about the importance of local 

representation before and after the discussion. Because the data includes an ordinal variable and 

because the data is not normally distributed Spearman correlation seems appropriate to use to analyze 

the relation between the two variables.  

 

Table 12: Spearman Correlation between Specific Communication Network Indegree Centrality 

and Change in Opinions about Importance of Identifiable Local Representation 

 Specific Communication Network Indegree Centrality  

Change in Opinions 

about Importance of 

Identifiable Local 

Representation 

Spearman 

Correlation 
,030 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,761 

 
The results show that there is statistically no significant relation between specific communication 

network indegree centrality and the change in opinions about importance of identifiable local 

representation.  
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5.3.2 Change in Opinions about the Importance of Encouragement to Participate 

Before and After the Discussion related to Specific Communication Network 

Indegree Centrality of a Member 

The relation between the specific communication network indegree centrality of the members and the 

change in the opinions about the importance of encouragement to vote and participate is shown in the 

scatter plot. The bigger the dot in the scatter plot more individual members have the same values for 

the specific communication network indegree centrality and the change in opinions about the 

importance of encouragement to participate. 

 

Figure 8: Change in Opinions about Importance of Encouragement to Participate related to 

Specific Communication Network Indegree Centrality of the Members 

 
 
For this relation the scatter plot suggests that there is no clear relation between the specific 

communication network indegree centrality of a member and the change in opinions about the 

importance of encouragement to participate. Spearman correlation will be used to analyze if there is a 

relation because the data included ordinal data and because the data is not normally distributed. 
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Table 13: Spearman Correlation between Specific Communication Network Indegree Centrality 

and Change in Opinions about Importance of Encouragement to Participate 

 Specific Communication 

Network Indegree 

Centrality  

Change in Opinions about 

Importance of Encouragement to 

Participate 

Change in 

Opinions about 

Importance of 

Encouragement 

to Participate 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,032 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,747 

 

  
The results show that there is statistically no significant relation between the specific communication 

network indegree centrality and the change in opinions about the importance of encouragement to 

participate before and after the discussion.  

5.4 Difference between the Opinions about aspects of the Electoral System of 

Central Members and Less Central members before and after the Discussion 

To analyze if the central members have had influence on the opinions of the less central members it is 

important to analyze if the opinions of the less central members have changed in the direction of the 

central members after the discussion. This can be done by analyzing the difference scores between the 

opinions of the less central members and the central members before and after the discussion. If the 

hypothesis is correct the difference in scores should become smaller if the less central members have 

changed their opinions in the direction of the central members. To be able to analyze if the difference 

between the opinions of less central members and the central members have become smaller after the 

discussion a new variable is made which represents the difference scores before the discussion 

(opinions less central members before the discussion- opinion central members after the discussion) 

and a another variable which represents difference scores after the discussion (opinions less central 

after the discussion-mean opinions central after the discussion). This is done for both items separately. 

The difference scores before the discussion should be bigger than the difference scores after the 

discussion. 

5.4.1 Difference in Opinions about the Importance of Identifiable Local 

Representation between the Central Members and Less Central Members before 

and after the Discussion  

First it is important to determine the opinions of the central members after the discussion about the 

importance of the identifiable local representation. Like determined in chapter four the most central 

members in the electoral system network have an indegree of centrality of 0.105, 0.086, 0.067, 0.057, 

0.048, 0.038 and 0.029 which includes 22 members of the citizen‟s Assembly. Because of the ordinal 
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variable it is more appropriate to determine the median instead of the mean of the opinions of central 

members after the discussion.  

 

Table 14: Median Opinions Central members after the Discussion about Importance of 

Identifiable Local Representation  

 N Minimum Maximum Median  

Opinions Central Members about 

Importance Local Representation after 

the Discussion 

22 1 7 3  

 
Median opinion of the central members after the discussion about the importance of identifiable local 

representation is 3. This means that the central members did not value identifiable local representation 

as important. To be able to analyze if the difference between the opinions of the less central members 

and the central members have become smaller after the discussion a new variable is made which 

represents the opinions of the less central members before the discussion about the importance of 

identifiable local representation minus the median opinions of the central members after the discussion 

(3). The same is done for the opinions of the less central members after the discussion. For each 

member the difference between their opinions before the discussion and the opinions of the central 

members after the discussion and difference between their opinions after the discussion and the 

opinions of the central members after the discussion has been measured. If the hypothesis is correct 

and the less central members have moved their opinions in the direction of the opinions of the central 

members after the discussion than the difference scores before the discussion should be bigger than the 

difference scores after the discussion. The comparison of the difference scores will be done using 

histograms.  
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Figure 9: Difference in Opinions about Importance of Identifiable Local Representation between 

the Less Central Members before the Discussion and Median of Central Members after the 

Discussion 

 
 
Figure 10: Difference in Opinions about Importance of Identifiable Local Representation 

between the Less Central Members after the Discussion and Median of Central Members after 

the Discussion 

 

The histograms show that after the discussion the difference between the opinions of less central 

members and central members about the importance of local identifiable local representation seems to 

have become smaller. After the discussion more less central members had the same opinions as the 

central members than before the discussion. This can be seen by the number of less central members 

that had a difference score of zero. After the discussion fifteen of the less central members had the 

same opinion as the central members. The histograms also show that the number of less central 
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members that had high difference score have decreased after the discussion and that number of less 

central members that had low difference scores have increased after the discussion.  

5.4.2 Difference in Opinions about the Importance of Encouragement to 

Participate between the Less Central Members and Central Members before and 

after the Discussion 

The same analysis has been done for the opinions about the importance of encouragement to vote and 

participate. First it is important to determine the mean opinions of the central members after the 

discussion about the importance of encouragement to vote and participate. Like determined before 

most central members in the electoral system network have a degree of centrality of 0.105, 0.086, 

0.067, 0.057, 0.048, 0.038 and 0.029.  This includes 22 members of the citizen‟s Assembly. In the next 

table the mean opinion of the central members after the discussion about the importance of 

encouragement to vote and participate is determined: 

Table 15: Mean Opinion of Central Members after the Discussion about Importance of 

Encouragement to participate 

 N Minimum Maximum Median  

Mean Opinion Central Members after the 

Discussion about Importance of 

Encouragement to Participate 

22 2 7 5,5  

 

The median opinion of central members after the discussion is 5,5. To be able to analyze if the 

difference between the opinions of the less central members and the central members have become 

smaller after the discussion a new variable is made which represents the opinions of the other 

members before the discussion about the importance of encouragement to vote and participate minus 

the mean opinions of the central members after the discussion (5,5). The same is done for the opinions 

of the other members after the discussion. For each member the difference between their opinions 

before the discussion and the opinions of the central members after the discussion and difference 

between their opinions after the discussion and the opinions of the central members after the 

discussion has been measured. If the hypothesis is correct and the less central members have moved 

their opinions in the direction of the opinions of the central members after the discussion than the 

difference scores before the discussion should be bigger than the difference scores at before the 

discussion.  
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Figure 11: Difference in Opinions about Importance of Encouragement to Participate between 

the Less Central Members before the Discussion and Median of Central Members after the 

Discussion 

 

 
Figure 12: Difference in Opinions about Importance of Encouragement to Participate between 

the Less Central Members after the Discussion and Median of Central Members after the 

Discussion 

 
 

According to the histograms it seems that the opinions of the less central members did not move in the 

direction of the central members after the discussion. The difference scores after the discussion have 

even become higher. Before the discussion the highest difference score was two and after the 

discussion there were also higher difference scores. 
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5.5 Conclusion  
In this chapter the proposed hypotheses have been tested. The first two hypotheses “More central 

members in the network of the citizen‟s Assembly will be perceived as the most influential members 

by the other members” and “More central members in the network of the citizen‟s Assembly will be 

perceived as the most informed members about the electoral system” are both supported by the results. 

The third hypothesis “The opinions of the more central members will change less than the opinions of 

the less central members from t1 to t5” was not supported for the opinions about the importance of 

identifiable local representation and for the opinions about the importance of encouragement to 

participate. The last hypothesis “The opinions of the less central members at t1 will change in the 

direction of the opinions of the more central members at t5” was supported by the results for the 

opinions about the importance of identifiable local representation but not for the opinions about the 

importance of encouragement to participate.   
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6 Conclusions and Discussion of the Results 

6.1 Influence of the Centrality of an Actor on the Opinions of Other in the 

case of the Citizen’s Assembly of 2006 

In this empirical study the network of the citizen´s Assembly is analyzed with the aim to analyze to 

what extent the centrality of an actor has influence on the opinions of others. Specifically to what 

extent the members of the citizen‟s Assembly have had influence on each other‟s opinions in the 

network of the citizen´s Assembly of 2006. This is analyzed to show if the position of an individual 

actor within a network can have influence on the opinions of the other members. In the analysis 106 

members of the citizen´s Assembly have been included because they have filled both the 

questionnaires before and after the discussion which makes it possible to analyze their change in 

opinions. The main research question in this study was: 

To what extent have the opinions of members occupying a more central position, in the 

citizen’s Assembly of 2006,  influenced the opinions of less central members about the 

electoral system? 

The centrality of the members of the Citizen‟s Assembly has been measured using the normalized 

Freeman‟s indegree centrality. Normalized indegree centrality is the indegree centrality divided by (n-

1) which is the highest possible indegree for an actor. This coefficient varies from 0 to 1 whereby 0 is 

the lowest possible indegree centrality and 1 is the highest possible indegree centrality. Members with 

high coefficient have a more central position in the network than the members with a low degree of 

centrality. In this study two networks have been analyzed the general communication network and the 

specific communication network. For the general communication network the coefficients represent 

the amount of times that a member has been nominated as the member most communicated with 

divided by the highest possible nominations that a member could have received for this relation.  

For the specific communication network the coefficients represent the amount of times that a members 

has been nominated as the member most talked about the electoral system by the others divided by the 

highest possible nominations that a member could have received for that relation.  

The results show that for both networks there is no real core-periphery structure that can be 

distinguished. The indegree centrality coefficient can vary from zero to one but for the general 

communication network the member with the highest indegree centrality has a coefficient of 0,067 and 

that most of the members have a coefficient smaller than 0,038 and for the specific communication 

network the member with the highest indegree centrality has a coefficient of 0,105. 

The rule that is used in this study to determine which members are the most central members is that 

the most central members are the top 20 members with the highest indegree centrality. Dependent 

upon the number of members that have the same indegree centrality this can include more of less than 

20 members. Therefore it can be concluded that the more central members in the general 
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communication network are members with coefficients 0.067, 0.057, 0.048, 0.038 and 0.029 which 

includes 27 members of the citizen‟s Assembly. And the more central members in the specific 

communication network are members with coefficients 0.105, 0.086, 0.067, 0.057, 0.048, 0.038 and 

0.029 which includes 22 members of the citizen‟s Assembly 

Analysis with both the networks would be complex and time consuming and because both relations 

are similar in that they are both based on the flow of information between the members the specific 

communication network has been selected for further analysis based on variability of data.  

The items that are used in this study to measure the opinions of the members of the citizen‟s Assembly 

about aspects of the electoral system are the importance of identifiable local representation and 

importance of encouragement to participate.  

6.2 Is there a Relation between Specific Communication Network Indegree 

Centrality and the Number of Nominations that Members have received as 

most influential and most informed members by the others? 

In this study it was expected that more central members will also be perceived as the most influential 

members by the other members and as the most informed members about the electoral system by the 

other members because the opinions of more central members are more visible and salient than the 

opinions of peripheral members. More central members are more active in the network and therefore 

the opinions of more central members are more visible to other members. More central members have 

therefore more opportunities to convey their opinions on others. Other members will therefore 

perceive the most active and visible actors as more influential and more informed. It was therefore 

expected that the degree of centrality of a member will predict if a member is being perceived as the 

most influential and as the most informed about the electoral system. Therefore the first two 

hypotheses were: 

Hypothesis 1: More central members in the network of the citizen’s Assembly will be 

perceived as the most influential members by the other members 

 

Hypothesis 2: More central members in the network of the citizen’s Assembly will be 

perceived as the most informed members by the other members 

 

To test the hypotheses the relation between the specific communication indegree centrality and the 

nomination most influential members and most informed member has been explored with scatter plots 

and analyzed with Spearman correlation. The results show that there is a statistically significant 

relation at the 0,01 level between the specific communication network indegree centrality and the 

number of nominations that a member has received as the most influential member by the other 

members. The Pearson correlation coefficient of 0,561 indicates that the relation between the specific 
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communication network indegree centrality and the nominations most influential members is a 

positive moderately strong relation. There is also a statistically significant relation at the 0,01 level 

between the specific communication network indegree centrality and the number of nominations that a 

member has received as the most informed member about the electoral system by the other members. 

The Pearson correlation coefficient of 0,468 indicates that the relation between the specific 

communication network indegree centrality and the nominations most informed members is a positive 

moderately strong relation. 

Therefore it can be concluded that there is a relation between the specific communication network 

indegree centrality and the number of nominations that the members of the citizen‟s Assembly have 

received as the most influential and most informed members. 

6.3 Is there a Relation between the Specific Communication Network Indegree 

Centrality and the Change in Opinions about Aspects of the Electoral System 

Before and After the Discussion 

The opinions of less central members are less visible and salient to others and therefore it was 

expected that the opinions of the less central members will not have influence on the opinions of more 

central members. Less central members are less active in a network and are involved in fewer ties than 

the more central members. Therefore less central members have less access to information and 

because their distance to other members is greater than of the central members they have less 

opportunities to convey their opinions on other actors. More central members are therefore probably 

less subject to influence by the less central members. It was therefore expected that the opinions of the 

more central members will change less than the opinions of the less central members.  

 

Hypothesis 3: The opinions of the more central members will change less than the  

opinions of the less central members from after the discussion 

 

The relation between the variables has been explored with scatter plots and analyzed with Spearman 

correlation analysis.  

The results show that there is statistically no significant relation between specific communication 

network indegree centrality and the change in opinions about importance of identifiable local 

representation. And the results show that there is also statistically no significant relation between the 

specific communication network indegree centrality and the change in opinions about the importance 

of encouragement to participate before and after the discussion.  
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6.4 Did the Opinions of the Less Central Members move in the Direction of 

the Opinions of the Central Members after the Discussion?  

Because more central members are the most active members their opinions become more visible and 

salient to other members. More central actors have more ties and shorter communication channels and 

have therefore more opportunities to convey their opinions to others. Therefore it was expected that 

the opinions of the less central members of the citizen‟s Assembly about the electoral system will be 

influenced by the opinions of more central members. It was expected that the less central members 

will mix their initial opinions before the discussion with the opinions of the more central members 

which will change their opinions in the direction of the opinions of the more central members after the 

discussion. 

 

Hypothesis 4: The opinions of the less central members before the discussion will change in 

the direction of the opinions of the more central members after the discussion 

 

The hypothesis has been tested by analyzing the difference scores between the opinions of the less 

central members and the central members before and after the discussion. If the hypothesis is correct 

the difference in scores should have become smaller if the less central members have changed their 

opinions in the direction of the central members. To be able to analyze if the difference between the 

opinions of less central members and the central members have become smaller after the discussion a 

new variable is made which represents the difference scores before the discussion (opinions less 

central members before the discussion- opinion central members after the discussion) and a another 

variable which represents difference scores after the discussion (opinions less central after the 

discussion-mean opinions central after the discussion). This is done for both items separately. The 

difference scores before the discussion should be bigger than the difference scores after the discussion. 

The difference scores have been compared using histograms.  

The histograms have shown that after the discussion the difference between the opinions of less 

central members and central members about the importance of local identifiable local representation 

seems to have become smaller. After the discussion more less central members had the same opinions 

as the central members than before the discussion. After the discussion fifteen of the less central 

members had the same opinion as the central members. The histograms also show that the number of 

less central members that had high difference score have decreased after the discussion and that 

number of less central members that had low difference scores have increased after the discussion.  

For the opinions about importance of encouragement to participate on the other hand it seems 
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that the opinions of the less central members did not move in the direction of the central members after 

the discussion. The difference scores after the discussion have even become higher. Before the 

discussion the highest difference score was two and after the discussion there were also higher 

difference scores. 

 

6.5 Discussion of the Results and Implications for Hypotheses and Theory 

In this study an analysis has been made of the influence of the centrality of actors on the opinions of 

the other actors in the case of the citizen‟s Assembly. In this section the flaws in the study will be 

discussed and the implications of the results for the theory.  

The results have shown that there is a statistically significant relation between the specific 

communication network indegree centrality and the members that are being perceived as the most 

influential and most informed members. This means that the results support the hypotheses and the 

theory that more central actors are more active in the network because they are connected to many 

other members and therefore they are being perceived as the most influential and most informed 

actors. The results also show that there is statistically no significant relation between specific 

communication network indegree centrality and the change in opinions of the members of the citizen‟s 

Assembly. This could be the due to a small sample size but it is also possible that the proposed 

hypothesis is not correct that the opinions of the central members will change less than the opinions of 

the less central members. It was expected that the opinions of less central members will not have 

influence on the opinions of the more central members because less central members are less active in 

a network and are involved in less ties than the more central members. But it could also be that 

because the central members have many connections to other members they have the possibility to 

discuss the topic with many actors and to compare their opinions and adjust them.  

To determine the position of a member of the citizen‟s Assembly in this study only Freeman‟s 

indegree centrality has been used to keep the data organized. The limitation of the use of only degree 

centrality is that degree centrality only measures the direct ties of an actor but does not consider the 

overall connection of an actor with the whole network. When using only degree centrality a member 

can be central because the member has many direct ties to other members but if these members are 

further disconnected from other members then the central member is not central in the whole network. 

Therefore it is recommendable that for future research also for example closeness centrality should be 

measured. Closeness centrality takes the whole network into account and measures the distance of a 

members to all the other members. 

Another limitation of the research is the small sample size. In this study only 106 members of the 

citizen‟s Assembly have been included in the analysis because these members have filled in both 

questionnaires before and after the discussion which makes it possible to analyze their change in 

opinions. Probably because of the small sample size there is no real core-periphery structure that can 
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be distinguished for the general communication network and for the specific communication network. 

Therefore it was not possible to make a real distinction between the central and peripheral members.  

The consequence of the small sample size could be that the results are less reliable. 

For further research it could also be interesting to, besides the centrality, analyze the similarity 

between the members of the citizen‟s Assembly on certain attributes. Similarity between the members 

could explain the similarity in opinions between the members (Dassen, 2010). Similar members tend 

to have similar opinions and they tend to have more contact with each other than actors that are not 

similar 
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